Savage (a Jack Sigler Thriller) Jeremy Robinson 2014-07-25 For more than a hundred million years, the Deep Dark Continent has kept a savage secret. While on the trail of a stolen tactical nuclear weapon, Jack Sigler, calling himself King, and his black ops Chess Team, answer a cry for help. The Deep Dark Continent is a republic of the world that will engulf all of Africa and put millions at risk, a crisis too politically volatile for any outside source to get involved. As the team races across the continent, they find the nation's capital has been attacked, and for the first time in 1,000 years all of the world looks to the team to help. But the team's arrival is not welcomed, and the team’s mission is anything but normal. The team discovers the world’s ancient and colossal secrets that are the key to the continent’s survival, and the team must fight off the dark threats that are out of control. A search for the Congo’s missing president becomes a quest to save a continent old mystery, and uncover a secret that powerful men will kill to protect. A mission to rescue the most ancient humans, led by an extremely powerful black market organization, and must fight off the violence and spread of the apocalypse. But the team still has a mission to complete. A mission to stop the binds on the continent, and destroy the orderly state of the world. And the team’s mission is anything but normal. But after fighting the drugs to stop the brink of war, and protecting the world’s future, the team has one more mission, one more mystery, and one more adventure to complete. But can the team survive the latest adventure in the world’s history? And will they find what they are looking for? The team is broken, spread across the globe, and vulnerable. Scrambling to make sense of the violent disappearances and fighting to reunite, the team comes face to face with an otherworldly enemy. Taking the battle to the ends of the Earth—and beyond—the team combats a savage enemy to protect the world. The team must battle the one who has caused the violence, and the one who has caused the violence. The team is broken, spread across the globe, and vulnerable. Scrambling to make sense of the violent disappearances and fighting to reunite, the team comes face to face with an otherworldly enemy. Taking the battle to the ends of the Earth—and beyond—the team combats a savage enemy to protect the world. The team must battle the one who has caused the violence, and the one who has caused the violence. The team is broken, spread across the globe, and vulnerable. Scrambling to make sense of the violent disappearances and fighting to reunite, the team comes face to face with an otherworldly enemy. Taking the battle to the ends of the Earth—and beyond—the team combats a savage enemy to protect the world. The team must battle the one who has caused the violence, and the one who has caused the violence.
land far distant, men and women struggle to recover from the loss of so many of their own in a battle that only the most determined and counter-riders can endure. The Event Group, the most secretive organization in the United States government, the Event Group, to help him in his quest. The new mission is to recover one of their own: to bring home a lost soldier from a world that has long since died. With a partner, the brilliant Jack Collins, the Event Group, will have to travel to a place and time far removed from their own world - almost 300,000 years in the past. The trail to find the technology to accomplish time travel will be rife with treachery and danger. Will the Event Group, like its ancient counterparts, be able to save a man that was lost in a battle to save the world? This will be a fight that will last, where the victory of the planet and thus our present future hangs in the balance.

Changeling

By David L. Golemon 135-04-08 Newbery Honor-winning author Jennifer Choldenko deftly combines humor, tragedy, fascinating historical detail, and a medical mystery in this captivating tale of an unlikely friendship that leads a 12-year-old girl on a quest that will change her life forever.

Dourado

(Dane Maddock Adventures, #1) David Wood 2013-11-25 A sunken treasure. An ancient Biblical artifact. A mystery as old as mankind. On January 25, 1829, the Portuguese long Dourado sank off the coast of Indonesia, losing its cargo of precious treasures from the Holy Land. One of these lost relics holds the key to an ancient mystery. But someone does not want this treasure to come to light. When her father is murdered while searching for the Dourado, and she finds herself the target of ruthless villains, Maddy Stavros, a former Navy SEAL, and her partner Uriah “Bones” Bonebrake, to locate the Dourado, and recover a lost Biblical artifact, the truth will eventually come out - and they will be able to turn the tables on their enemies. A story that touches fundamentals of human truths of existence. Join Maddock and Bones on a perilous adventure that carries them from the depths of the Pacific to ancient cities of stone as they unravel the mystery of the lost Biblical artifacts. A thrilling adventure of political intrigue, unexpected twists, and action. Bones.... Together they're unstoppable. Rip roaring action from start to finish. Wit and humor throughout. Just one question - how soon until the next one? Because I can’t wait.” Graham Brown

Rachel Caine 2013-07-30 The Event Group tackles their most challenging mission yet in this no-holds-barred thrill ride from the New York Times bestselling author of Richest Man in San Francisco. America's most skilled and forgotten people. But what he found wasn’t just gold. Instead, Padilla and his crew discovered a hidden dark side of the city—a side that's full of secrets, rats, and rumors of the plague. The newspapers, her powerful uncle, and her beloved papa all deny that the plague has arrived in San Francisco. So why is the heart of the city under quarantine? Why are angry mobs attacking the City of Light? A young girl's quest for the truth on September 7, 2022 by guest

Rewire Your Brain

John B. Arden, Ph.D 2010-03-22 How to rewire your brain to improve virtually every aspect of your life-based on the latest research in neuroscience and psychology on neuroplasticity and neurochemistry! You're in a dark room, surrounded by eerie lights, and you're being watched by a man in a white lab coat. He's about to use a device to zap your brain. It's time to start reprogramming your brain so it works in ways you've never imagined. This book shows you how to rewire the parts of the brain to feel more positive, think more clearly, create better outcomes, and become more effective in all areas of your life. Rewire Your Brain is a must-read for anyone who wants to take control of their life and make a positive change. Written by a leader in the field of Brain-Based Therapy, it teaches you how to activate the parts of your brain that have been underactivated and calm down those areas that have been hyperactivated. As you learn to rewire your brain, you'll discover new solutions to old problems and new opportunities for happiness and success. You'll also learn to improve your memory, boost your mood, have better relationships, and get a good night sleep. Reveals how cutting-edge developments in neuroscience, and evidence-based brain training and neurotherapy are used to improve memory, reduce stress, and become more resilient. The nine keys to brain-based therapy, including the importance of the limbic system, the association between nutrition and the brain, and the role of sleep. Permanents for the Northern California Region Explaining exciting new developments in neuroscience and the applications to daily living, Rewire Your Brain will guide you through the process of rewiring your brain to improve your life.
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that began with Event and continued with Legacy, the End of Days is upon humanity—invasion has arrived! Some speculate that the war between the two worlds began 700 million years ago, while others say it started in 1947 over a small town in New Mexico called Roswell. Regardless of dates, the war is now upon us, and after centuries of watching, the enemy attacked. The plans of a million years are finally ready for what we have always known was coming—Armageddon. As world allies fall to the wayside, a growing political faction from several nations sends a clear signal that cooperation between the superpowers and the lesser states cannot succeed. As nations start a mad scramble to realign their military structures, the war begins silently in the depths of the oceans, and flares to global brightness with the first military strike in history between two different worlds. Only one element in the arsenal of the world can possibly give Earth a fighting chance at survival—a small being that has already saved the world once in the Arizona desert is now called upon to outthink his former master—the Matchstick Man. While Matchstick Man searches for the real motivation behind the invasion, the Event Group is the one entity that refuses to accept the inevitable defeat of humankind. They’ve learned that the answer to this war has always been here on earth buried deeply in our ancient past, and that they may even hold the clue to salvation inside their own artifact vault. But with the devastating loss of its military arm and one of their leaders, Colonel Jack Collins, the group is being torn apart by internal conflict and devastating personal decisions. Even worse, the group’s old enemies have returned to take revenge, and the worst fears of Department 5656 are realized—a breach in security allows intruders to get at the secrets inside the complex in Nevada. Can the group come together to defeat their enemy and defend the planet? As the war wages on, countries fall, nations fight to the last man, and the fate of the planet depends on a few good men and women in this action-packed thrill ride from New York Times bestselling author David L. Golemon.

Leviathan

David L. Golemon 2009-08-04 The ships of the world are under attack, attacks so sudden and vicious that many ships are lost without a single distress call. The navies of the world start a frenzied search, but even these ships disappear without a trace. Enter the Event Group, the most secret organization in U.S. history. Armed with proof that history is repeating itself, the Group finds themselves in the grasp of an insane genius straight out of the pages of Jules Verne. They are up against the descendant of the man who was the inspiration for the captain of a vessel known to the world as Nautilus. Legend comes to life in the form of Leviathan, the most advanced undersea vessel in history. She will stop at nothing to save the seas and to render justice to humankind for a world that has long been dying, a world Leviathan plans to alter forever, unless the Event Group can stop her!

Every Anxious Wave

Mo Daviau 2016-02-09 Good guy Karl Bender is a thirty-something bar owner whose life lacks love and meaning. When he stumbles upon a time-travelling worm hole in his closet, Karl and his best friend Wayne develop a side business selling access to people who want to travel back in time to listen to their favorite bands. It's a pretty ingenious plan, until Karl, intending to send Wayne to 1980, transports him back to 980 instead. Though Wayne sends texts extolling the quality of life in tenth century “Mannahatta,” Karl is distraught that he can't bring his friend back. Enter brilliant, prickly, overweight astrophysicist, Lena Geduldig. Karl and Lena's connection is immediate. While they work on getting Wayne back, Karl and Lena fall in love — with time travel, and each other. Unable to resist meddling with the past, Karl and Lena bounce around time. When Lena ultimately prevents her own long-ago rape, she alters the course of her life and threatens her future with Karl. A high-spirited and engaging novel, EVERY ANXIOUS WAVE plays ball with the big questions of where we would go and who we would become if we could rewrite our pasts, as well as how to hold on to love across time.

Beyond the Sea

David L. Golemen 2017-06-13 The Soviet battle cruiser Simbirsk, which launched in June 1940 and was reported sunk in 1944 with the loss of all hands, is still sailing the open sea. January of 2017: American Los Angeles class submarine USS Houston is tracking a surface target that is not listed as part of the Russian navy's response to the NATO maneuvers. What they find will set in motion the answers to one of the great mysteries of World War II. With the Russian navy bearing down on the Houston and international tensions running high, the United States Navy declares the Soviet-era derelict legal salvage under international law. With the world’s most powerful navies going toe-to-toe in the North Atlantic, the President of the United States calls upon the one organization that has a chance to figure out why this ship is in this time, in this place—Department 5656, also known as the Event Group. When the Group arrives, they are confronted by three warships of the Russian Navy who have come to claim Russian property. The two groups meet and soon discover that the ancient battle cruiser is not a derelict at all, but fully functional with a mysterious apparatus that sent the original crew to their deaths. In the midst of their warfare in the tossing seas, both navies are sent into a realm of unimaginable terror—an alternate world of water, ice, and death. The Event Group has a new mission when relics of the fabled Philadelphia Expedition surface in Beyond the Sea, the twelfth thrilling hit in New York Times bestselling author David L. Golemon’s Event Group series. Ensign of the Dragon David L. Golemon 2018 Join Colonel Jack Collins, Carl Everett, and Director Niles Compton, and the rest of the Event Group staff, in their latest adventure! Skies will explode, oceans of sand will rise, and ancient seas from the bowels of the Earth will be called upon to protect the greatest secret in all of China—The legend of Empire of the Dragon.